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End to end Exam Automation
being successfully conducted
for a Large Recruitment
Board in India.

DATA CHECK :
On an average,
processing over
600,000 candidates
every year.

Online application hosting done in a
dedicated server to handle heavy traffic.
Integrating payment portals with ease and

Effectively
conducting the
entire process for
more than 7 years.

PROCESS :
Taking care of every
module in the
recruitment process
and automating crucial
areas to ensure
greater confidentiality
and improved
transparency of the
overall process,
thereby providing error
free results in minimal
time.

RESULTS:
Examination process
was streamlined using
TRS unique solutions
and this led to a 35%
decrease in process
time and accurate
recruitments.

also

providing

dedicated

portals

for

banks/post offices.

Starting from online
registration, OMR entrance
tests, using On Screen
evaluation for subjective exams
till results hosting online, TRS
offers the complete package as
an end to end solution.

OMR sheet evaluation done using high
speed document scanners coupled with
eXtractPro software from TRS which will
give immediate results.
Subjective

exams

evaluated

on

the

computer screen with the help of TRS OSM
software eMarquer. With a unique process
of digitisation of booklets, TRS can ensure
that the images are of high quality and the
possiblity of mixup in booklet sheet is nil.

Recruitment exams in general involve year long processes which go on for different posts within
the department to fill up vacancies. With the rising number of candidates appearing for these
exams year on year, the recruitment bodies need to involve the latest technology to handle the
huge amount of data with ease. TRS has been constantly evolving its products to suit the market
demand and this has enabled us to provide high quality service in a cost effective manner.
Every examination process has a registration phase, where applications need to be hosted online
and a window is given for the students to upload files and make payments.The complete
application module is supported by highly trained personnel on the backend. Once the application
process is complete, examinations can be of both objective or subjective type. In the case of
objective exams, OMR sheets are provided for the students to shade answers, and this is
processed using high speed OMR hybrid scanners to tabulate the results within a couple of
weeks depending upon the volume. Subjective examinations also can be evaluated using TRS
eMarquer, which reduces the time taken and is also more efficient in providing error free results.
The user friendliness and modularity of the software paved way for the success of this process.

